
 

Hammer time: Compare PoNs for somatic CNV calling  
 
About the tutorial. This version of the GATK4 CNV tutorial differs from the previous demo. We 
take a deeper dive into some key considerations in somatic CNV analyses. We compare the 
effects of two panel of normals (PoN) on HCC1143 case samples, upgrade to GRCh38, a 
reference with features that should improve results over that of previous reference assemblies, 
and examine the effects of GC-bias correction. For a recapitulation of the original CNV demo, 
see Tutorial#9143 at (http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/gatk/discussion/9143). Tutorial#9143 
demonstrates the workflow using scrambled data, compares the effects of denoising with 
matched-normal only or with a PoN, and confirms results with an orthogonal tech, GISTIC SNP6 
array. The steps in the workflow are unchanged and are shown in the diagram. 

 
About the workflow. The 
Somatic CNV workflow detects 
putative somatic copy number 
variants using a PoN. This tutorial 
uses the tools optimized for 
Illumina short-read whole exome 
sequencing (WES) data. Whole 
genome sequencing data requires 
a different workflow that switches 
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out CalculateTargetCoverage (step 1) for SparkGenomeReadCounts. Otherwise, the  WGS 
somatic CNV calling steps are identical . Our developers are working on optimizing application 
for germline CNVs with the tool GermlineCNVCallerBETA. For the mathematics behind the 
workflows, see (https://github.com/broadinstitute/gatk/blob/master/docs/CNVs/CNV-methods.pdf).  
 
About the tools. The tutorial uses tools from the gatk-4.beta.1 release of GATK4 
(https://github.com/broadinstitute/gatk/releases), Picard v2.9.4 and Samtools v1.4.1. Be sure to install R 
3.1.3 or later version from <https://www.r-project.org/>, and run Rscript install_R_packages.R  
from (https://github.com/broadinstitute/gatk/blob/master/scripts/docker/gatkbase/install_R_packages.R). 
 

● Before using other tools in this release, be sure to read about the known issues.  
● For simple installation instructions and changes in GATK4 syntax, see 

( http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/gatk/discussion/9881).  
● Other programs helpful in CNV analyses are HDFView (https://www.hdfgroup.org/downloads/hdfview/) and 

RStudio (https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/). 
 

GATK4 CNV tools  page 

0.    PadTargets Pad exome capture target intervals 3 

1. CalculateTargetCoverage  Collect proportional coverage (PCOV) on read data 4 

2. CreatePanelOfNormals Create the PoN from combined PCOV counts 6 

3. NormalizeSomaticReadCounts Denoise case sample counts against the PoN 7 

4. PerformSegmentation Use CBS to group contiguous copy-ratios 8 

5. PlotSegmentedCopyRatio Optionally make before and after plots of copy-ratios 9 

6. CallSegments Call copy neutral (0), loss (-) and gain (+) segments 11 

 
The tutorial assumes the gatk-launch script is callable just by typing gatk-launch. Add a symlink 
by (i) cd /usr/local/bin and (ii) ln -s /absolute/path/to/gatk-launch gatk-launch. 
 
About the example data. Tutorial example data are just that--examples we use to illustrate tool 
features. Data are inappropriate for deriving biological significance. We use 1000 Genomes 
Project (1KGP) data and the HCC1143 matched normal and tumor samples that we also use in 
the Mutect2 tutorial.  
 

● Panel of normals samples are from Phase 3 of 1KGP.  
● Case sample data are based on a breast cancer cell line and its matched normal cell line derived from 

blood. Both cell lines are consented and known as HCC1143 and HCC1143_BL, respectively. The Broad 
Cancer Genome Analysis (CGA) group has graciously provided 2x76 paired end whole exome sequence 
data from the two cell lines (C835.HCC1143_2 and C835.HCC1143_BL.4), and we reverted then realigned 
these to GRCh38 and preprocessed according to GATK guidelines.  
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● Target intervals are an intersection of the HCC capture kit targets and 1KGP WES targets. Targets were 
converted from GRCh37 to GRCh38 coordinates using UCSC liftOver. 

 

Choose one of two PoNs made from different 1KGP cohorts 
To understand the impact a PoN’s constituents can have on an analysis, we will compare two 
PoNs: PoN-M and PoN-C. Each PoN cohort consists of forty 1KGP WES samples. Cohort-M is 
the same cohort we use for the Mutect2 tutorial’s PoN. Our writer selected cohort-M’s samples 
randomly. She selected cohort-C’s constituents with a bit more care. 
 
→ What do you know about the 1000 Genome Project? Specifically, the exome data? 
→ How could we tell a good PoN from a bad PoN? What control could we use? 
→ In a somatic analysis, what is better for a PoN: tissue-matched normals or blood normals? 
→ Should we include our particular tumor’s matched normal in the PoN?  
 
Each step shows how to process data for a sample and one cohort. Pick either the tumor 
or normal and a cohort to follow along. Navigate to the cohort folder M or C. Don’t worry 
about the other scenarios, as the precomputed folders provide results for them. 

 

0. Pad target intervals.  
To count reads, first we need to define the genomic regions in which we expect read coverage 
as 1-based intervals. Exome capture kits provide two sets of genomic intervals--bait regions and 
target regions. Padding target regions 250 bases on each side has been shown to increase 
sensitivity for the CNV workflow.  
 

● Bait regions are the actual capture sequence used to pull down sheared DNA inserts. Target regions are the 
expected coverage regions of the bait capture.  

● If you have 0-based BED format intervals, then convert to 1-based with ConvertBedToTargetFile. 
● It is critical that the targets represent contigs for which we expect the PoN normal samples to have 

coverage. Our targets exclude non-primary-assembly contigs.  
 
We have the exome target intervals in 1-based intervals for each cohort. We expand the 
intervals 250 bases on each end, without overlapping consecutive intervals, using default 
settings of PadTargets.  
 

gatk-launch PadTargets \ 

-T targets_C.tsv \ 

-O pad_targets_C.tsv 

 

Take a look at the intervals before and after padding. 
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→ For consecutive intervals less than 250 bases apart, how does the tool pad the intervals?  

● We have different capture target regions for the 1KGP and the case sample exomes. Because these differ, 
our writer has taken the intersection of the targets in a manner that prioritizes the representation in the case 
targets. The case target regions are smaller (mean 174 bp per target) than the 1KGP target regions (mean 
240 bp per target). With an average difference of 66 bp per target, padding the case target intervals up to 
500 bases per target extends coverage well beyond the 1KGP target regions.  

1. Collect proportional coverage using target intervals and read data.  
Process each case sample independently. Be sure to set -transform PCOV, as the somatic 
workflow requires proportional counts. The tool collects coverage at each target and divides 
these counts by the total number of reads per sample. The following command uses a snippet 
of our BAM to illustrate the coverage collection step. We will not use the resulting file. 
 

gatk-launch CalculateTargetCoverage \ 

-I ../hcc1143_T_subset50K.bam \ 

 -T pad_targets_C.tsv \ 

 -transform PCOV \ 

 -groupBy SAMPLE \ 

 -targetInfo FULL \ 

 --disableReadFilter NotDuplicateReadFilter \ 

 -O toss_coverage.tsv 

 
The --disableReadFilter NotDuplicateReadFilter option asks the tool to include alignments 
flagged as duplicate. The -targetInfo FULL option keeps the original target names from the 
target list.  
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● For the panel of normals (PoN), each normal sample undergoes the same PCOV counting. You can either 

(i) give CalculateTargetCoverage all normal samples in the same command (specify each with -I or an 
inputs list) or (ii) count coverage for each sample separately. If using the second approach, then you can 
use another tool, CombineReadCounts, to combine the cohort’s samples into a single combined-coverage 
file. This is necessary because the PoN creation step requires combined sample coverage counts.  

● GATK4 has tools to optionally correct for GC-bias for counts across targets. To keep the tutorial within the 
allotted time, we do not show these two additional steps. It is possible to use the tutorial data to explore the 
impact of GC-bias correction. Use AnnotateTargets on the padded targets, then use these annotated targets 
with CorrectGCBias on each case sample and each PoN’s combined coverage counts before step 2.  

 
Because the tool also allows collection of raw counts (-transform RAW), it is prudent to 
double-check that the resulting counts are proportional before proceeding.  
 

cat tumor_coverage.tsv | less 

 
 

→ How can you tell the values in the 5th column are proportional counts?  
 
Here we plot the proportional counts for our tumor and normal. Each dot represents a target. 
The y-axis plots non-normalized proportional coverage and the x-axis targets.  

 
→ At this point, can you tell if either sample has copy number variants? 
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2. Create CNV panel of normals (PoN).  
We have already combined the proportional read counts for each cohort.  
 

● To combine per-sample coverage counts into a cohort-level counts file, use CombineReadCounts. 
 
Generate each CNV PoN with CreatePanelOfNormals. The PoN stores information such as the 
median proportional coverage per target across the panel and projections of systematic noise 
calculated with PCA (principal component analysis). Here we --disableSpark so as to generate 
a standard out that is shorter and thus easier for us to skim. The tool switches between the 
Spark and Apache Commons implementation of PCA seamlessly with this argument. For our 
tutorial data, sparkifying expends less wall-clock time, e.g. 0.78 versus 1.09 minutes. 
 

gatk-launch CreatePanelOfNormals \ 

-I combinedcoverage_C.tsv \ 

-O ponC.pon \ 

--disableSpark 

 
This results in three files, the CNV PoN, a removed_samples.txt file and a target_weights.txt 
file that typical workflows can ignore.  
 
→ Did either PoN remove any samples? If so, how many? 
→ Skim through the tool emissions for the run, aka the standard out. Can you deduce how PoN 
creation proceeds? How are the two PoNs different? 
→ Now list the tool options using  gatk-launch CreatePanelOfNormals.What are some of the 
parameters that look like they are a part of pruning?  
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If possible, the normals should represent the same sequencing technology, e.g. sample 
preparation and capture target kit, as that of the tumor samples under scrutiny. The PoN is 
meant to encapsulate sequencing noise and may also capture common germline variants. Like 
any control, you should think carefully about what sample set would make an effective panel. At 
the least, the PoN should consist of ten normal samples that were ideally subject to the same 
batch effects as that of the tumor sample, e.g. from the same sequencing center. Our current 
recommendation is forty or more normal samples. Depending on the coverage depth of 
samples, adjust the number. 
 
→ Based on what you know about PCA (http://setosa.io/ev/principal-component-analysis/), what do you 
think are the effects of using more normal samples? A panel with some profiles that are 
outliers? Could PCA account for GC-bias? 

 

3. Normalize a noisy coverage profile using the PoN. 
We normalize the tumor coverage against the PoN’s target medians and against the principal 
components of the PoN.  
 

gatk-launch NormalizeSomaticReadCounts \ 

-I tumor_coverage_C.tsv \ 

-PON ponC.pon \ 

-PTN tumor_C.ptn.tsv \ 

-TN tumor_C.tn.tsv 

 
Resulting data is log2-transformed. This produces the pre-tangent-normalized  file (-PTN; top) 
and the tangent-normalized  file (-TN; bottom), here shown for the normal case sample against 
our two PoNs. 

 
 
→ Would you guess there are CNV events in the normal? Based on which plot(s)? Should we 
be surprised by CNV events in the normal?  
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The data is a bit hard to compare given the variable y-axes. Let’s take a look with fixed y-axes. 

 
 
→ What strikes you about the data above? What do you think the QC metric measures? How do 
the post-tangent normalized QC metrics compare for the two PoNs? 
 
Denoising with a PoN is critical for calling copy-number variants from WES coverage profiles. It 
can also improve calls from WGS profiles that are typically more evenly distributed and subject 
to less noise. Furthermore, denoising with a PoN can greatly impact results for (i) samples that 
have more noise, e.g. those with lower coverage, lower purity or higher activity, (ii) samples 
lacking a matched normal and (iii) detection of smaller events that span only a few targets. 

 

4. Segment the normalized coverage profile.  
Segmentation groups contiguous targets with the same copy ratio. The -LOG parameter tells the 
tool that the input coverages are log2-transformed.  
 

gatk-launch PerformSegmentation \ 

-TN tumor_C.tn.tsv \ 

-O tumor_C.seg \ 

-LOG 

 
The tool uses circular binary segmentation (CBS). For our samples, we reduce the ~189K 
targets to hundreds of segments. The table shows metrics for the normal case for four 
scenarios. 
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→ What is the difference in the targets for the two cohorts? 
→ Which of these PoNs gives a better result for our control? For a somatic analysis? 
 
PerformSegmentation has arguments from a package called DNAcopy that impact the 
sensitivity of the segmentation algorithm. E.g. the number of standard deviations the algorithm 
needs to differentiate segments is set by -undoSD (default 3).  
 

● Read about options at (https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/manuals/DNAcopy/man/DNAcopy.pdf).  
● This command will error if you have not installed R and certain R components. If you need, take a few 

minutes to install R 3.1.3 or later from ( https://www.r-project.org/). Then install the components with Rscript 
install_R_packages.R We include install_R_packages.R in the tutorial data bundle. Alternatively, 
download it from (https://github.com/broadinstitute/gatk/blob/master/scripts/docker/gatkbase/install_R_packages.R). 

 

5. (Optional) Plot segmented coverage.  
● On Macs, this command requires XQuartz <https://www.xquartz.org/> installation. If this command errors, then 

view the results in the precomputed folder instead.  
 
Plotting supports any reference assembly and requires a reference sequence dictionary given 
by the -SD argument. Before running the command, be sure to create the directory named by 
the -O option. The -pre defines the basename of the files. Again, the -LOG parameter tells the 
tool that the inputs are log2-transformed. 
 

gatk-launch PlotSegmentedCopyRatio \ 

-TN tumor_C.tn.tsv \ 

-PTN tumor_C.ptn.tsv \ 

-S tumor_C.seg \ 

-O plots_C \ 

-pre tumor_C \ 

-SD ../pa_grch38.dict \ 

-LOG 
 
We have tweaked this particular GRCh38 dictionary to exclude alt and decoy contigs, i.e. we list 
only the primary assembly (pa) contigs. The output folder contains seven files--three PNG 
images and four QC-related text files. You should be familiar with some of these already. 
 

● Before_After.png (shown in section 3) plots copy-ratios pre (top) and post (bottom) tangent-normalization 
across the chromosomes. The plot automatically adjusts the y-axis to show all available data points.  

● Before_After_CR_Lim_4.png shows the same but fixes the y-axis range from 0 to 4 for comparability 
across samples. 

● FullGenome.png colors adjacent copy-ratio segments in alternating blue and orange. The horizontal line 
plots the segment mean. Again the y-axis ranges from 0 to 4.  
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The value given by QC is the median of absolute differences (MAD) in copy-ratios of adjacent 
targets. Its calculation is robust to actual copy-number variants and should decrease post 
tangent-normalization. 
 

● preQc.txt gives the QC value before tangent-normalization. 
● postQc.txt gives the post-tangent-normalization QC value. 
● dQc.txt gives the difference between pre and post QC values.  
● scaled_dQc.txt gives the fraction difference (preQc - postQc)/(preQc). 

 
Compare the FullGenome.png segmentation results for PoN-C and PoN-M. Because sometimes 
it helps to look at things differently, we turn the plots 90°. 
 

 
 
→ How do the results compare for the different PoNs? Is there much difference between 
Pon-C’s +/- GC-bias-corrected results? How about for Pon-M? 
→ So far, what have you deduced is different between cohort-C and cohort-M? Is this a 
sufficient reason for the difference in noise profiles we observe above?  
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6. Call segmented copy number variants. 
This final step makes one of three calls for each segment--neutral (0), loss (-) or gain (+). The 
deleted or amplified segments could represent somatic events.  
 

gatk-launch CallSegments \ 

-TN tumor_C.tn.tsv \ 

-S tumor_C.seg \ 

-O tumor_C.called 

 

Besides the last column, the .called results are identical to the .seg results.  
 

 

 
 
→ Would you use the same caller for somatic versus germline copy number detection? Why?  
→ What are the confounding factors in somatic analyses? 
 
Here are some summary metrics for called segments for the normal and tumor case samples 
against PoN-M and PoN-C. 
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→ Does GC-bias correction impact denoising? The number of segments?  
→ Where do you see the biggest difference between PoN-M and PoN-C?  
 
Finally, here are the tumor plots. 
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Let’s debrief 
Different data types come with their own caveats. WGS, while providing even coverage that 
enables better CNV detection, is costly. SNP arrays, while the standard for CNV detection, may 
not be part of an analysis protocol. Being able to resolve CNVs from WES, which additionally 
introduces artifacts and variance in the target capture step, requires sophisticated denoising.  
 

● By using exome data, we take a snapshot of copy number events for coding regions, which are a small 
percentage of the genome. However, we know that cancer is not just about mutations in coding regions. We 
are increasingly finding evidence that events in noncoding regions play a role in driving cancer, e.g. as 
demonstrated in DOI: 10.1038/nature22992.  

● By design, exome capture kits bait for coding regions, and the baits in turn pull down sheared DNA inserts of 
limited size that is presumably reflected by the size of target regions. Any noncoding fusion regions captured 
in such a manner would always be smaller than the biggest insert. Because segmentation depends on 
coverage data from a minimum of two to three targets, we do not expect to detect subtle coverage drops in 
our coding regions that arise from the siphoning of reads off into the dark regions of the genome. We have 
yet to develop the capacity to interpret such differences at the edges of segments in our CNV workflows. 
Rather, we rely on structural variant detection workflows to resolve such events. 

 
Judging the two PoNs as we do in this tutorial raises more questions than it answers. Having a 
ground truth set, preferably derived from an orthogonal technology, and comparing our results 
to the truth set could help steer the decision on which PoN to use for tumor case samples. For 
somatic analyses, what is the right balance of achieving truthful calls, e.g. for the normal control, 
versus having a supremely sensitive CNV caller? If you are looking for somatic events, how 
much precision would you be willing to sacrifice for increases in sensitivity? 
 

 
 
The dSKY plot shows somatic copy number alterations for our HCC1143 tumor sample. The 
image is from <https://figshare.com/articles/D_SKY_for_HCC1143/2056665>, and its colorful results 
reminds us that our CNV results are composite copy-ratios and not absolute copy numbers per 
cell. Remember also that cell lines, with increasing culture time and selective bottlenecks, can 
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give rise to new somatic events, undergo clonal selection and develop population heterogeneity 
much like cancer.  
 
The tutorial uses publically available 1000 Genomes Project data so as to be able to share the 
data and to illustrate considerations in CNV analyses. In an actual tumor analysis, we would 
construct the PoNs using the blood normals of the tumor cohort(s). We would construct a PoN 
for each sex, so as to be able to call events on allosomal chromosomes. Such a PoN should 
give better results than that from either of the tutorial PoNs.  
 
We now have CNV data that allows us to run the Allelic CNV workflow. Specifically, ACNV takes 
allelic-count data from GetHetCoverage and segmentation data from the CNV workflow. The 
tool then estimates copy ratios and minor allele fractions for the segments using Markov chain 
Monte Carlo  (MCMC). 
 

 
So, what is different between cohort-M and cohort-C? Navigate to the resources folder. 
Take a look at the read group information for cohort_C.sam and cohort_M.sam. These are fake 
SAMs that contain only read group information that our writer has unnaturally collated for each 
cohort. Normally, we would use the following command for each BAM.  
 

samtools view -H cohort_C.sam | grep '@RG' | less 

 
→ Scroll through the read group info. What can you tell about each cohort? 
 
Somatic analyses, due to the confounding factors of tumor purity and heterogeneity, require 
high sensitivity in calling. However, a sensitive caller can only do so much. Use of a carefully 
constructed PoN augments the sensitivity and helps illuminate copy number events.  
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